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ABSTRACT
Question generation systems aim to generate natural language
questions that are relevant to a given piece of text, and can usually
be answered by just considering this text. Prior works have identi-
fied a range of shortcomings (including semantic drift and exposure
bias) and thus have turned to the reinforcement learning paradigm
to improve the effectiveness of question generation. As part of it,
different reward functions have been proposed. As typically these
reward functions have been empirically investigated in different
experimental settings (different datasets, models and parameters)
we lack a common framework to fairly compare them. In this paper,
we first categorize existing rewards systematically. We then pro-
vide such a fair empirical evaluation of different reward functions
(including three we propose here) in a common framework. We
find rewards that model answerability to be the most effective.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Question generation (QG) systems aim to generate natural language
questions that are relevant to a given piece of text (the so-called
context—typically a sentence or a paragraph), and can usually be
answered by just considering the context. As an important natural
language processing task, QG can be used to improve question-
answering [11, 58], conversational systems [48], and information
retrieval (IR) [55, 57]. As a concrete example of the latter, QG has
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been employed to improve the retrieval effectiveness of search sys-
tems by expanding documents with generated questions that the
document might answer [35, 36]. The use of automatic QG has also
recently been shown to be beneficial for learners in an interactive
reading experiment [45], aiding learners’ comprehension and learn-
ing. The natural next step is to employ question generation in the
search as learning area [3], which consists of interactive reading,
searching and browsing activities [9, 27, 46, 49, 60].

The current state-of-the-art QG systems are based on deep neural
networks, which input the context (aswell as—inmany approaches—
the answer to the to-be-generated question) into an encoder, and
generate a question about the context (and the provided answer)
with a decoder.

Many datasets have been employed for QG research, such as
SQuAD [40, 41], MS MARCO [34] and HotpotQA [52]. In these datasets,
only one ground-truth question is provided for each question-
answer pair. However, for each context paragraph, there are usually
several different facts related to the answer that questions can be
generated about. In addition, even if there is only one fact contained
in the answer, several syntactically very different questions may
semantically be strongly related or even the same.

Based on these two observations, it is clear that the ground-truth
questions provided in these datasets are not sufficient for high-
quality question generation purposes. In fact, prior works have
found that the likelihood-based training suffers from the problem
of exposure bias [42], i.e., the model does not learn how to distribute
probability mass over sequences that are valid but different from
the ground truth. Because of exposure bias, many QG models are
not trained well enough to discover the relations between context
and questions. In addition, QG models trained in this manner can
also suffer from the semantic drift problem, i.e., the models ask
questions that are not relevant to the context and answer [58].

As a response to these training regime and dataset shortcomings,
recently the reinforcement learning (RL) paradigm has been taken
up by the research community in order to optimize the QG model
during training with rewards that can directly evaluate question
quality next to the available likelihood-based loss, so that questions
with different forms from the ground-truth can be explored [1, 12,
18, 54, 58].

In the literature, a number of very different types of rewards
have been proposed to evaluate question quality automatically such
as the n-gram based metrics BLEU, Meteor and Rouge [1, 20, 44],
the answerability reward [56, 58], and fluency [50, 56]. However,
as reported by Hosking and Riedel [19] high RL-based rewards do
not always equate to better questions when evaluated in a human
evaluation setting. Though undoubtedly, achieving a high score in a
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Table 1: Three examples of automatically Generated question, the Context, the ground-truth answer span , the question was
generated for and the Ground truth question. The numeric columns represent the exact n-gram match metrics (BLEU-4),
heuristic n-gram basedmetrics (Meteor), answerability (BERT-QA-loss), semantics-based similarity (QPP) and relevance based
rewards (C-Rel, CA-Rel). These rewards are explained in more detail in Section 3.3. The scores range from 0 to 100.

Example 1 B-4 Meteor BERT-QA-loss QPP C-Rel CA-Rel

Context At the end of World War I , the Rhineland was subject to the Treaty of Versailles.
Ground truth When was rhineland subject to the treaty of versailles ?
Generated The treaty of versailles was subject to the treaty of versailles? 53.32 77.82 0.02 1e-5 5e-5 0.87

Example 2

Context The clinical pharmacist’s role involves creating a comprehensive drug therapy plan
for patient-specific problems, identifying goals of therapy, and reviewing all pre-
scribedmedications prior to dispensing and administration to the patient. The review
process often involves an evaluation of the appropriateness of the drug therapy
(e.g., drug choice, dose, route, frequency, and duration of therapy) and its efficacy.

Ground truth What is involved in a review of prescribed medications?
Generated What does the review process often use? 0 14.31 100 99.94 99.98 99.91

Example generated questions with issues (Section 4.2); assigned rating is shown in (brackets)

Syntax issue (2) what does the review process often involves ? 0 16.85 100 99.48 99.86 98.47
Non-answerable (0) who does the review process involve ? 0 11.36 0.53 97.7 99.9 100
Relevance issue (1) what is the dose of the drug ? 0 28.71 0.11 0 99.97 99.92

Example 3

Context This is the most common method of construction procurement and is well estab-
lished and recognized. In this arrangement, the architect or engineer acts as the
project coordinator.

Ground truth In the most common construction procurement, who acts as the project coordinator
?

Generated Who is the project coordinator? 14.16 36.6 100 97.83 99.98 99.98

human evaluation is more important than an automatic evaluation
metric.

Our work aims at further improving QG as the existing rewards
are not sufficient. We motivate this argument by the following three
observations about the datasets, setup of the task and evaluation
metrics. First, n-gram based metrics evaluate question quality by
computing the exact match of n-grams in the generated and ground-
truth questions. On the one hand, these metrics may give high
scores for low-quality generated questions which repeat 𝑛-grams
(such as shown in Example 1 in Table 1 where the term versailles
appears twice in the generated question); on the other hand, since
multiple questions are valid but only one ground-truth question is
provided, these metrics can also fail to appropriately score question
paraphrases and semantically equivalent questions (as shown in
Examples 2 and 3 in Table 1). Second, there are several essential
components involved in the generation and evaluation of a question:
the context, the answer and the ground-truth. However, most of the
proposed automatic metrics only consider one of them. For example,
the n-gram based metrics compare the generated question with the
ground-truth question; the answerability metric evaluates whether
the question can be answered given the context, and the fluency
metric computes the perplexity of the generated question.

Therefore, we argue that further work is required to investigate
how to jointly use these three components.

Lastly we point out that previously introduced rewards have
been empirically investigated in different experimental settings
(datasets, model, parameters), which does not enable us to compare
their effectiveness directly.

We make two contributions in our work: first of all, we propose
three novel rewards; secondly, we provide a thorough empirical
evaluation of the previously introduced rewards employed inside a
common base model. This in turn allows us to compare the impact
different rewards have on the model quality. Concretely, we decided
to use BERT [6] (due to its strong performance across a wide range
of NLP tasks) as the base model to provide rewards for QG.

Overall, our main finding is that in such a fair comparison the
rewards that model answerability are the most effective, both in
terms of an automatic evaluation as well as a human evaluation.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we first discussion question generation, then turn
to common evaluation metrics used to evaluate QG approaches.

2.1 Question Generation
As an important natural language processing task, QG has a wide
range of applications; we here discuss three types of applications
(QA, conversational systems and human learning) and then discuss
the types of QA generation approaches that exist.

2.1.1 QG for QA. As the available information online and the
requirement of quick access to information grows, question an-
swering (QA) is playing an ever more important role. As a dual task
of question-answering, QG can be used to improve QA performance.
Some works [7, 11, 26, 46, 58] take QG as a generator to harvest
question-answer pairs from passages, and use this harvested data
to pre-train QA models, which subsequently resulted in improved
QA model effectiveness. QG is also widely used in IR tasks, such



as improving search system effectiveness by generating clarifying
questions [57], or generating questions from e-commercial cus-
tomers reviews [55].

2.1.2 QG for Conversational Systems. Conversational systems have
become an important tool for information seeking. Asking good
questions is significant for both providing user interaction, and
for conversational QA training. Yao et al. [53] used QG to create
conversational characters. Wang et al. [48] and Ling et al. [25]
proposed learning to ask questions in open-domain conversational
systemswith conversational context information. Gao et al. [14] and
Gu et al. [15] proposed to use conversational question generation
and conversation flow modeling as a means to generate synthetic
conversations for training and evaluation purposes.

2.1.3 QG for Learning. Questions are a fundamental tool for a vari-
ety of educational purposes. Manual construction of good learning-
oriented questions is a complex process that requires experience,
resources and time. To reduce the expenses of manual construction
of questions and satisfy the need for a continuous supply of new
questions, QG techniques are introduced. Kurdi et al. [21] provide
a systematic review of QG works for educational purposes. Be-
sides, by conducting an interactive reading experiment and gaze
tracking, Syed et al. [45] showed that the use of automatic QG is
indeed beneficial for learners as it aids learners’ comprehension
and learning.

2.1.4 QG Approaches. Past question generation research can be
categorized as rule-based and neural network based on the genera-
tion approach employed. The rule-based approaches [16, 17, 24, 30–
32] rely on well-designed manually created templates and heuris-
tic linguistic and semantic rules for question generation. Labutov
et al. [22] proposed a pipeline for question templates generation
by crowdsourcing and ranking. Other works [4, 11, 28] proposed
to generate factoid source question-answer triplets from passages,
subtitles, or wiki knowledge graphs. Inspired by the advances in
applying deep learning in natural language generation, various
neural network models have been proposed for question gener-
ation [1, 1, 10, 27, 29, 46, 47, 49, 56, 60]. These models formulate
the question generation task as a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq)
neural learning problem with different types of encoders, decoders
and attention mechanisms.

2.2 RL-based Question Generation
To address the exposure bias and semantic drift problem, the rein-
forcement learning (RL) paradigm has been taken up by the research
community in order to optimize the QG model during training with
rewards that can directly evaluate question quality next to the avail-
able likelihood-based loss, so that questions with different forms
from the ground-truth can be explored. Rennie et al. [43] proposed
an effective efficient optimization approach called self-critical se-
quence training (SCST). SCST utilizes its own test-time inference
algorithm output to normalize the rewards it experiences. Esti-
mating the reward signal and estimating normalization is avoided,
while at the same time harmonizing the model with respect to its
test-time inference procedure. Because of its effectiveness, SCST is
commonly used in follow-up RL-based QG methods, while they use
different evaluation metrics calculated with different methods and

models as rewards [1, 12, 18, 54, 58]. We will discuss these metrics
in the next section.

2.3 QG Evaluation Metrics
As a natural language text generation task, most previous QGworks
use traditional metrics such as BLEU and Rouge to evaluate gen-
erated questions by comparing them with the ground-truth ques-
tions. However, Novikova et al. [37] and Nema and Khapra [33]
pointed out that human ratings about question quality or answer-
ability do not correlate well with these automatic evaluationmetrics.
Therefore, several different metrics have been proposed to evalu-
ate different aspects of question quality, including fluency [50, 56],
answerability [33, 50, 58], paraphrasing [19, 58], or discriminator-
based relevance [50]. We broadly categorize question evaluation
metrics used in prior works into 𝑛−gram-based and learned metrics,
based on the underlying methods they use.

2.3.1 𝑛−Gram-based Metrics. BLEU [38] is the most widely used
metric in machine translation and QG. It is computed by how much
the 𝑛−gram (𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, 4) in the predictions (here: the generated
question) can be matched in the reference (here: the ground-truth
question). Meteor [5] computes not only the exact unigram match
precision and recall, but also allows the matching of word stems,
synonyms, and paraphrases. Meteor also put weights on different
content and matching types. Rouge−𝑛 (𝑛 = 1, 2) [23] computes the
recall rate of 𝑛−grams of the reference and the predictions, while
Rouge−𝐿 is a variant of Rouge−1, but uses the length of the longest
common subsequence to compute the match rate.

2.3.2 LearnedMetrics. As learnedword embeddings [39] or contex-
tual embeddings [6] have been shown to provide better representa-
tions for capturing the lexical and semantic similarity, various met-
rics have been proposed that use these learned embedding or neural
models to optimize the correlation with human judgments, such as
SMS [2] or BERTscore [59]. Different from general text evaluation
metrics, question quality evaluation requires a special focus on an-
swerability, relevance to both context and the ground-truth. Many
metrics have been proposed to fulfill these special requirements,
such as Q-metrics [33], QPP and QAP [58], or question-specific
rewards [50].

3 METHODOLOGY
We now present our methodology. In order to evaluate the different
rewards, we designed a common framework that provides a fair
testbed. This framework is visualized in Figure 1. It consists of
two parts: the QG model and the reward evaluator. We see that
beyond the reward computations (which are described in detail in
this section), the remainder of the framework is the same, no matter
the reward employed.

Generally, we use C and A to represent the context, and answer
span respectively. Here, the context is comprised of a sequence
of words C = [𝑤𝑖 ]𝑀𝑖=1 with 𝑀 being the size of the context. The
answer span A = {𝐴𝑠 , 𝐴𝑒 } indicates the start and end position of
the answer in the context. Let �̂� represent the generated question,
which is a sequence of predicted tokens �̂� = 𝑦0, 𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝑁 . Then,
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Figure 1: Architecture of our proposed question generation model.

the question generation task can be formalized as:

�̂� = argmax
𝑄

P(𝑄 |𝐶,𝐴)

We now describe our two framework components (QG model
and reward evaluator) in turn, before detailing the different rewards
we implemented.

3.1 Question Generation Model
The QG model uses the Seq2Seq framework with a maxout pointer
mechanism and gated self-attention network similar to Zhao et al.
[60] for paragraph-level question generation, as it is straightfor-
ward, and similar models have been widely employed in recent
QG research. To utilize the long distance relation information at
paragraph-level we add a multi-head attention mechanism in the
encoder. We use the unsupervised pre-trained Glove [39] embed-
dings to initialize our word embeddings, as Glove embeddings
have learned the substructure and statistical relation among words.
In terms of word embeddings, besides word vectors we also in-
clude word feature embeddings, including the part-of-speech (𝑃𝑂𝑆),
named entity (𝑁𝐸) and answer tag. The answer tag vector is used
to indicate whether a word is in the answer span. The 𝑃𝑂𝑆 and 𝑁𝐸

labels were extracted with Spacy1.

3.2 Reward Evaluator
We use the self-critical sequence training (SCST) algorithm [43]
for RL. SCST is an efficient reinforcement algorithm that directly
utilizes the test-time inference output to normalize the rewards it
experiences. In this setting, the evaluators are the environment and
the QG model is the agent that interacts with it. The QG model’s
parameters \ define a generation policy (i.e. the predicted token
probability) P\ which makes the prediction of the next word, i.e.

1https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features

the action. After each action, the agent updates its state, i.e. updates
hidden states, weights, etc. of the QGmodel. Once the agent finishes
generating a sequence 𝑄 , it observes a reward 𝑟 (𝑄) which is posed
by evaluators, computed by comparing it to the corresponding
ground-truth sequence 𝑄∗ with a given reward metric. Then the
RL loss function is defined as:

L𝑟𝑙 = −E𝑄𝑠∼P\ (𝑟 (𝑄
𝑠 ))

where 𝑄𝑠 is the sampled output produced by multinomial sam-
pling, that is, each word 𝑞𝑠𝑡 is sampled according to the likelihood
𝑃 (𝑞𝑡 |𝑋,𝑞<𝑡 ) predicted by the generator. Because the sampling pro-
cedure is non-differentiable, the policy gradient ∇\L𝑟𝑙 is approxi-
mated using the baseline output𝑄𝑏 obtained by greedy search, that
is, by maximizing the output probability distribution at each de-
coding step. The loss function, when instantiated as just discussed,
becomes thus:

L𝑟𝑙 = (𝑟 (𝑄𝑏 ) − 𝑟 (𝑄𝑠 ))
∑
𝑡

log P(𝑞𝑠𝑡 |𝑋,𝑞𝑠<𝑡 ) .

Using this reinforcement loss alone does not result in correctly
learnt word probabilities. For this reason, we follow the mixed
objective approach [1], combining both cross-entropy loss (base
model loss) and the RL loss:

L𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 = _L𝑟𝑙 + (1 − _)L𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 .

Here, _ is a mixing ratio to control the balancing between RL loss
and the base model loss. In the following sections, we will explain
the rewards in detail.

3.3 Rewards
We categorized the rewards from the literature into different reward
types as shown in Table 2. Importantly, in Table 2 we also provide
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insights into what information (context, answer, ground truth ques-
tion, generated question) the reward functions take as input. Natu-
rally, all rewards take the generated question into account, however
beyond that there is little agreement as to what else to use. Based on
the inputs to the reward function, and the downstream model type,
we categorize the rewards into four types: (i) fluency indicates
whether the generated question is a valid expression according
to the language model; (ii) similarity indicates the similarity be-
tween the generated question and the ground-truth question; (iii)
answerability indicates whether the generated question can be
answered given the context; and (iv) relevance indicates how the
generated question is relevant to the context, or the combination
of the context, the answer and the ground truth.

The BERT-Task in Table 2 is the downstream task of BERT we use
to compute the rewards. For the Fluency and BERTscore rewards,
we use the contextual embeddings of BERT as the language model.
For discriminators, we add the BERT model transformer with a
sequence classification head on top of the pooled output as classifier.
For the QA task, we use the BERT model with a span classification
head on top to predict the start and end positions of the answers.

Lastly we point out that we indicate in Table 2 also the three
novel reward functions we contribute in our work: BERTscore,
CA-Rel and CAQ-Rel.

Table 2: List of categorized reward functions employed in
our work. Shown here are the inputs used to compute each
reward. GT refers to the ground truth and GQ refers to the
generated question. The novel rewards for QG we propose
in this work are labeled with ★.

Reward BERT Context Answer GT GQ
Task

Fluency category

Fluency [50] LM ✓

Similarity category

★ BERTscore LM ✓ ✓
QPP [58] Classifier ✓ ✓

Answerability category

BERT-QA-loss[58] QA ✓ ✓ ✓
BERT-QA-geo[50] QA ✓ ✓

Relevance category

C-Rel [50] Classifier ✓ ✓
★ CA-Rel Classifier ✓ ✓ ✓
★ CAQ-Rel Classifier ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

We now discuss the different reward functions in the order of
their appearance in Table 2.

3.3.1 Fluency Category. The perplexity of a sentence under a well-
trained language model usually serves as a good indicator of its
fluency [51]. We adopt the LM-based fluency reward as proposed
by Xie et al. [50]. We first fine-tune the BERT language model with
questions from the SQuAD dataset. The fluency reward 𝑅𝑓 𝑙𝑢 for

question 𝑄 is calculated as follows:

𝑅𝑓 𝑙𝑢 = − exp (− 1
|𝑄 |

|𝑄 |∑
𝑖=1

log𝑀𝑓 𝑙𝑢 (𝑄𝑖 |𝑄<𝑖 ))

3.3.2 Similarity Category. The n-gram based automatic evaluation
metrics (BLEU, Meteor and Rouge) score the question similarity by
computing the exact match of n-grams in the generated and ground-
truth questions. As pointed out in Section 1, these metrics may yield
a high score for low-quality generations which repeat n-grams in
the generated question sequence. As there may be many valid ques-
tions with similar semantics, but only one ground truth question
is provided, these metrics can also fail to appropriately score ques-
tion paraphrases and semantically similar but syntactically very
different questions. Therefore, we investigate two semantics-based
question similarity rewards: BERTscore (the use as reward for QG
we propose) and Question Paraphrasing Probability (QPP). These
two rewards are based on BERT, and compute the semantic similar-
ity with high-level contextual representations instead of exact or
heuristic n-gram matching.

BERTscore-based Reward. BERTscore [59] scores the similarity
between the generated question (the generation) and the ground-
truth question (the reference) by computing a similarity score for
each token in the generation with each token in the reference. In
contrast to n-gram-based metrics, BERTscore first represents con-
textualized token vectors with BERT and then uses greedymatching
to maximize the matching similarity score, where each token is
matched to the most similar token in the other sentence; subse-
quently precision and recall are computed to yield the F1 measure.
Given the generated question �̂� and the ground-truth question 𝑄 ,
the BERTscore can be computed as follows:

𝑅𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 =
1
|𝑄 |

∑
𝑦𝑖 ∈𝑄

max
�̂� 𝑗 ∈�̂�

y𝑇𝑖 ŷ𝑗

𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 =
1
|�̂� |

∑
�̂�𝑖 ∈�̂�

max
𝑦 𝑗 ∈𝑄

ŷ𝑇𝑖 y𝑗 ,

𝐹𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 = 2
𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 ¤𝑅𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇

𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 + 𝑅𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 .

Here, 𝑦𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ token in question sequence, and y𝑖 is the pre-
normalized contextual vector generated by BERT.We use the 𝐹𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇
score as our reward.

QPP-based Reward. Given one reference, n-grams based met-
rics sometimes fail to evaluate question paraphrases appropriately.
Thus, inspired by the QPP reward proposed by Zhang and Bansal
[58], we propose a BERT-based question paraphrasing classifier to
provide paraphrasing probability as a reward. We pre-train this
classifier model with the Quora Question Pairs dataset2. As shown
in Example 2 of Table 1, it scores question paraphrases more fairly:
given the ground-truth question What is involved in a review of
prescribed medications? and the generated questionWhat does the
review process often use?, we find BLEU-4 to assign these seman-
tically similar questions a score of 0 while QPP assigns a score
of 99.94. During the training of the QG model, we use the QPP

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/quora-question-pairs
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classifier to provide the probability of the generated questions and
the ground-truth question being paraphrased as the reward.

3.3.3 Answerability Category. The answerability of a question eval-
uates whether the generated question can be answered given the
context. There are several reasons to consider answerability as re-
ward for QG. First, for many QG applications, such as generating
questions for reading comprehension or question answering, it is a
common requirement to ask questions that can be answered with
the context information. Second, semantically drifted questions
usually cannot be answered by the given context and answer, such
as the the relevance issue and the non-answerable question shown
in Example2 in Table 1. Third, given the context, several valid ques-
tions are usually valid for the answer. Some contain information
that is not used in the ground-truth. The question similarity based
metrics cannot evaluate this kind of novel generation fairly. Besides
the ground-truth question, the answerability reward can take the
context information into consideration. Therefore, we investigate
two BERT-QA based answerability rewards. One is based on the
QA loss (BERT-QA-loss), and one is a heuristic reward based on the
geometric average of the QA probability (BERT-QA-geo). We use the
BERT-QA model which is pre-trained on SQuAD to provide the QA
probability, i.e. given the input context C, the ground-truth answer
𝐴 = {𝐴𝑠 , 𝐴𝑒 } and the generated question �̂� , the question answer-
ing model outputs two probability distributions 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 𝑃 (𝐴𝑠 |C, �̂�)
and 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 𝑃 (𝐴𝑒 |C, �̂�) over tokens in 𝐶 , where 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠 (𝑖)/𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 (𝑖) is
the probability that the 𝑖-th token is the start and end position of
potential answer spans in the context.

BERT-QA-loss Reward. Given the ground-truth answer𝐴 = {𝐴𝑠 , 𝐴𝑒 },
we evaluate the answerability by computing the cross-entropy loss
of the QA predictions with the ground-truth answer:

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠 , 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 , 𝐴) = CE(𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠 ,A𝑠 ) + CE(𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 ,A𝑒 )

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑠 (𝐶,𝑄,𝐴) = 𝑒−𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

.

BERT-QA-geo Reward. As argued by Xie et al. [50], when the
question is answerable, the model should be quite confident about
the start/end span of the answer, so the distribution should peak for
both 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠 and 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 , i.e., the value of𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑃

𝑠
𝑎𝑛𝑠 (𝑖) and𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑗𝑃

𝑒
𝑎𝑛𝑠 ( 𝑗)

are both large. Therefore, the geometric average of these start and
end position probability distributions can be used as a heuristic
answerability reward:

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑠 (𝐶,𝑄) = max
1≤𝑖≤ 𝑗≤𝑇,𝑗−𝑖≤𝑙

√
𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠 (𝑖 |𝐶,𝑄) · 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 ( 𝑗 |𝐶,𝑄) .

Here, 𝑙 represents the maximum answer length.

3.3.4 Relevance Category. There are several essential components
involved in the generation and evaluation of a question: the context,
the answer and the ground-truth.

We investigate a series of binary classifier based discriminators
to judge whether the generated question is relevant to the context
(C-Rel), the context and answer (CA-Rel), and the context, answer
and reference(CAQ-Rel). While the first reward (C-Rel) stems from
prior work, we extended it and propose the just mentioned two

novel rewards for QG (which include more information than C-Rel
in the input).

C-Rel Reward. This reward indicates whether a question is rele-
vant to the context. We design a binary classifier based on BERT,
inspired by Xie et al. [50]. It takes the context C and the generated
question �̂� as inputs and the output is the probability that �̂� is rele-
vant to C. To fine-tune the BERT classifier, we use the ground truth
questions provided in the SQuAD dataset as the positive samples. We
create negative samples in two ways: based on (i) question swap-
ping and (ii) entity swapping. Negative sampling based on question
swapping means to randomly select ground-truth questions about
a different context C as negative question samples for context 𝐶 .
In contrast, negative sampling based on entity swapping means to
replace entities in the ground truth question with entities that do
not occur in the context. We prefer to select entities that are of the
same entity types, such as locations, dates and names. Secondly,
we create negative samples based on entity swapping by replacing
entities in ground truth questions with the entities from the same
context though of different entity types.

CA-Rel Reward. We propose to use the probability that �̂� is
relevant to the context C and the answer 𝐴 pair as reward. We
design a BERT-based binary classifier which takes the context, the
answer and the generated question as inputs.

As there is only one ground-truth question for each context-
answer pair, it is a challenge to create enough positive samples to
train the classifier. We use three approaches to create positive sam-
ples: (i) back translation, (ii) information from a large paraphrase
database and (iii) a neural paraphrasing model. We now discuss
each of these options in more detail. Paraphrases can be obtained by
translating an English string into a foreign language and then back-
translating it into English [8]. We select German as the pivot, and
use two pre-trained neural translation models: English-German and
German-English to generate question paraphrases. The PPDB [13]
is a large-scale paraphrase database containing over a billion of
paraphrase pairs in 24 different languages. In our work, we employ
bidirectionally entailing rules from PPDB, which are replacing sin-
gle word or phrases with their paraphrases in PPDB. Finally, we
train a seq2seq translation model with the Quora Question Pairs
dataset, and apply beam search to decode paraphrasing questions.
Having created positive samples in these manners, we are left with
creating negative samples for each question: we here employ the
same manner as described for C-Rel.

CAQ-Rel Reward. Lastly, we propose a binary classifier which
takes the context, answer, ground-truth𝑄𝐺 and the generated ques-
tion as input, and outputs the probability that the generated ques-
tion is relevant to the triplet {C, 𝐴,𝑄𝐺 }. We create the positive and
negative samples in the same way as described for CA-Rel.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct our experiments on the SQuAD 1.0 [41] dataset which
is widely used in QG and QA research [10, 26, 57, 58]. It contains
over 100K question-answer pairs generated by crowd-workers from
536Wikipedia articles. The answers are selected word spans from
Wikipedia article sentences. The dataset contains publicly accessible
train and validation splits and a privately hosted test split. We split



the public validation set into two parts as the development set and
the test set. Thus, we have 87,598/5,285/5,285 samples for training,
validation and testing respectively.

In a first step, we train all the proposed rewards. We employ hug-
gingface’s3 PyTorch BERT implementation in its uncased variant.

For the answerability rewards, we fine-tune BERT for the QA
model with the SQuAD dataset. On the test set, the fine-tuned model
obtains 80.28% exact match score and 87.89% F1 score.

For the fluency reward, we fine-tune the BERT language model
with ground-truth questions in SQuAD and achieve 23.29 perplexity
on the development set.

For BERTscore, we use the available BERTscore implementation4
provided by Zhang et al. [59]. This model does not require further
fine-tuning.

We use the BERT model with a linear layer on top of the pooled
output as the discriminator for the QPP reward and all three re-
wards in the relevance category. We train the model for all rewards
with different datasets. For the QPP reward, we rely on the Quora
Question Pairs dataset, and spit the dataset as train/dev/test sets
following the ratio of 70%, 15% , 15%, which expressed in numbers
of samples amounts to 283K/60,643/60,643 respectively. For the
C-Rel reward, based on the dataset creation strategy mentioned in
Section 3.3.4, we harvest 297,980/17,322/17,954 samples for train-
ing, validation and testing respectively. For the CA-Rel reward, we
harvest 1,137,052/68,649/68,703 samples as the training, develop-
ment and test set. Finally, for the CAQ-Rel reward, the size of the
training, development and test sets are 560,774/33,809/33,177. The
performance of the trained models used as rewards is summarized
in Table 3. Numbers are reported on each task’s test set. In all cases,
the accuracy reaches at least 90.98, indicating that our training
regime yielded highly accurate models.

Table 3: Fine-tuned BERT-based classifier effectiveness.

Reward Precision Accuracy Recall F1

QPP 85.7 90.98 90.68 88.12
C-Rel 86.06 92.20 87.70 86.87
CA-Rel 93.27 92.62 92.99 93.13
CAQ-Rel 97.67 97.86 98.95 98.30

Before RL training with these rewards, we first train the basic QG
model by minimizing the cross-entropy loss and the copying loss.
The encoder of the basic QG model uses a 2 layer bi-directional
LSTM. The LSTM hidden cell size is 300. A dropout layer with
probability 0.3 is applied between two bi-directional LSTM layers.
We keep the 30K most frequent words in SQuAD as vocabulary. The
word embedding size is 300. The decoder uses a 1 layer LSTM. We
use SGDwith momentum for optimization (momentum value is 0.8).
The initial learning rate is 0.1 and decreases linearly after half of
training steps. We use beam search (beam size 10) for the decoding.
We first train the basic QGmodel for 16 iterations, then we fine-tune
the basic model with RL training, as described in Section 3.2. The
mixing ratio (_) in RL is set to 0.2. We use the basic QGmodel as our

3https://huggingface.co/transformers/
4https://github.com/tiiiger/bert_score

baseline to compare performance of all the rewards. To compare the
BERT-based rewards with n-gram based metrics, we also train our
QG model with a Meteor-based reward. We choose Meteor as the
representation of n-gram based rewards as based on our previous
experience, Meteor usually outperform other n-gram rewards.

4.1 Automatic Evaluation
We investigate the QG models’ performance along n-gram based
automatic evaluation metrics and the proposed rewards. The au-
tomatic metrics we use are BLEU, Meteor and Rouge-L. They are
based on the n-gram similarity between the generated questions
and the ground truth, and are commonly used in text generation
tasks. We calculate these metrics with the package released by Du
et al. [10].

Table 4 summarizes our main results. We make the following
key observations:

(1) Training the QG model with RL on every reward leads to
better effectiveness with respect to the automatic metrics,
except for the fluency reward onMeteor.This result shows
that it is effective to apply reinforcement learning on
QG model training in terms of the automatic metrics.

(2) Optimizing one reward always leads to the improvement
of the corresponding reward score. But the improvement of
each reward varies from each other, e.g. when optimizing
the CAQ-Rel reward, the CAQ-Rel score improves by 5.02
compared to the baseline; however, optimizing the fluency
reward only leads to a 0.02 improvement. This shows that
the degrees of how rewards influence QG training differ.

(3) The rewards we use can be categorized into four types as
already outlined in Section 3.3: fluency, answerability, simi-
larity and relevance.Wefind optimizing one reward also
leads to a score increase for other rewards of the same
type. This implies that rewards of the same type are corre-
lated. We further investigate the correlation between them.
The correlation matrix (expressed in Pearson correlation co-
efficient) is shown in Figure 2. We find the similarity based
rewards BERTscore and QPP are strongly correlated to each
other, with the correlation coefficient 0.62. The relevance
based rewards are more related to the similarity rewards than
each other. The BERT-QA-loss reward and the BERT-QA-geo
reward are almost independent, which shows the heuristic
reward BERT-QA-geo may be not a good indicator whether
a question can be answered by a QA model. This insight is
useful for designing unsupervised QA system. The BERT-
QA-loss reward and the fluency reward are not correlated to
other rewards, which shows the fluency and BERT-QA-loss
reward focus on different aspects of the generated questions’
quality.

4.2 Human Evaluation
In addition to the automatic metrics, we further conduct a human
evaluation on our test set to investigate whether optimizing the
proposed rewards leads to the improvement in question quality by
humans’ standard.

https://huggingface.co/transformers/
https://github.com/tiiiger/bert_score


Table 4: Performance evaluation along automatic metrics and rewards. The automatic metrics are BLEU-3 (B-3), BLEU-4 (B-4),
Meteor (M) and Rouge-L (RGL).

Models B-3 B-4 MT RGL QA-L QA-G QPP BERTscore C-Rel CA-Rel CAQ-Rel Fluency

Baseline 23.98 18.44 21.79 45.95 65.60 72.23 26.90 67.62 85.23 89.59 51.19 -10.97
Meteor 25.56 19.84 22.80 47.23 65.52 72.81 28.84 68.36 86.34 90.70 52.54 -10.96

QA-loss 25.88 20.13 22.93 47.51 65.48 74.99 30.57 68.43 85.28 93.81 54.34 -10.95
QA-geo 24.82 19.23 22.23 46.49 65.52 75.04 28.06 67.81 86.51 90.39 51.46 -10.96

QPP 25.76 20.08 22.99 47.47 65.53 73.87 31.68 68.53 88.93 91.37 54.71 -11.02
BERTscore 24.84 19.27 22.25 46.89 65.59 72.33 28.00 68.18 85.29 90.38 52.97 -10.98

C-Rel 24.71 19.11 22.03 46.65 65.47 71.88 27.33 67.85 87.05 89.83 53.00 -11.00
CA-Rel 24.00 18.51 21.81 46.29 65.34 73.16 28.54 67.26 84.29 94.55 56.22 -11.04
CAQ-Rel 24.24 18.68 21.92 46.01 65.41 72.56 27.29 67.61 84.53 90.01 52.13 -10.97

fluency 24.19 18.67 21.77 46.11 65.59 71.86 26.47 67.59 84.95 89.61 51.75 -10.95
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Figure 2: Pearson correlation coefficient matrix of the re-
wards.
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Figure 3: Pearson correlation coefficient matrix between re-
ward scores and human ratings.

To this end, we randomly sampled 100 testing documents, and
three computer science students rated questions generated by 9 dif-
ferent models in a blind setup (i.e. they did not receive information
on which question was generated by which model): the basic QG
model, and the models trained with our different reward functions.

Table 5: Human evaluation results.GT meansGround Truth.
Shown in bold is the best measure for each of the three eval-
uation dimensions. The ground truth row is not included
here.

Reward Syntax Relevance Answerability
(1/2/3) (1/2/3) (0/1)

GT 2.86 2.84 0.93

Baseline 2.49 2.32 0.67
Meteor 2.55 2.35 0.67

Fluency 2.47 2.18 0.63

QA-loss 2.50 2.39 0.72
QA-geo 2.41 2.20 0.66

BERTscore 2.50 2.24 0.69
QPP 2.36 2.31 0.68

C-Rel 2.39 2.19 0.61
CA-Rel 2.30 2.22 0.63
CAQ-Rel 2.40 2.22 0.63

We also included the ground-truth question in the labeling process
as a control setting as we expect these questions to receive the
highest scores in a human evaluation. In order to rate each sample,
we provided the context, the ground truth answer span and all the
questions for each sample on one screen.

The rating was conducted along three criteria: the Syntax (on a
scale of 1-3 ), the Relevance (on a scale of 1-3), and the Answerability
(a boolean value). For syntax, 1 means major syntax issues; 2 means
a small mistake (e.g., lacking an article or pronoun); 3 is correct.
In the relevance category, 1 means the question is not relevant to
the context and the answer; 2 means it is partially relevant (e.g., a
question may be more general than what the answer is about); 3
means the question is relevant and relevant to the given answer. In
terms of answerability, it needs to be rated whether the question can
be answered with the context information and the provided answer.
To provide the reader with an intuition, we report three examples



of generated questions with syntax/relevance/answerability issues
in Table 1, Example 2. As all raters rated the same 100 samples,
we considered their average rating for each dimension.

We report the human evaluation results in Table 5. In addition,
in Figure 3 we present the correlation between the reward scores
and the human ratings.

We make the following observations.

(1) The baseline (i.e. no reward, just the likelihood loss) outper-
forms all relevance based rewards. Although optimizing on
relevance based rewards (C-Rel, CA-Reland CAQ-Rel) leads
to improvement of the automatic rewards, it reduces the
human rating with respect to syntax, relevance and answer-
ability.

(2) We also add Meteor for the comparison of the performance
of n-gram based rewards. We find that optimizing on the
Meteor rewards improves all of the three rating criteria. It
achieves the best syntax score. As we show in Figure 2 for
the automatic evaluation, Meteor is strongly correlated with
BERTscore, QPP and CAQ-Rel rewards. This implies that
Meteor can capture the lexical and semantics similarity in a
way, and can be used as a computation-efficient reward for
QG.

(3) The BERT-QA based answerability reward BERT-QA-loss
outperforms all other rewards in terms of both Relevance
and Answerability. This shows that the BERT-QA-loss metric
is a good indicator that reflects the questions’ relevance and
answerability. This also shows that the QG task is different
to common text generation tasks like machine translation or
summary generation; here, answerability is a critical crite-
ria for question quality evaluation. Although BERT-QA-geo
does not perform as well as BERT-QA-loss, as shown in
Figure 3, BERT-QA-geo is most correlated to the human
judgment on answerability, relevance and syntax. As the
BERT-QA-geo reward is a heuristic indicator for a question’s
answerability and it does not require answer information,
this correlation between the BERT-QA-geo reward and the
human judgments implies that it is possible to develop an
indicator based on BERT-QA-geo for unsupervised or semi-
supervised QA/QG training.

(4) In general, the correlation between the human evaluation
dimensions (syntax, relevance, answerability) and the reward
scores is rather low: the linear correlation coefficient reaches
0.11 (between answerability and BERT-QA-geo) at best. One
reason is of course the very different scoring system (binary
or three levels for the human evaluation dimensions). At the
same time though, this lack of a high correlation between
human ratings and reward scores shows that the reward
functions we use are vastly different from the human rating
dimensions.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we consider the task of question generation. We sys-
tematically categorized past reinforcement learning reward func-
tions proposed for question generation. We implemented all these
rewards—as well as three we proposed ourselves—in a common

framework to enable a fair evaluation. We performed both an au-
tomatic evaluation (with established metrics commonly employed
for QG evaluation) as well as a human evaluation, where human
raters evaluated the generated questions along the dimensions of
syntax, relevance and answerability.

We found that it is indeed effective to apply reinforcement learn-
ing on QGmodel training in terms of the automatic metrics. Overall,
the BERT-QA-loss and QPP rewards had the best effectiveness. Our
human evaluation showed that BERT-QA-loss achieves also the
highest relevance and answerability scores, while using Meteor as
reward achieves the highest syntax rating.

In future work we plan to expand this analysis to other datasets,
as we now restricted ourselves to SQuAD. As one of our application
goals is the setup of an automatic question generator to aid web
search users in their learning whilst searching the web, we also aim
to include a component in the question generator that allows us to
change the difficulty of the generated question. And finally, we aim
to evaluate how such an “infinite quiz engine” will be received by
web search users—does it actually improve human learning?
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